Structure of glutamate decarboxylase from E. coli: spectral studies.
Structure of recombinant glutamate decarboxylase (GAD alpha) was studied by optical methods and electron microscopy. The active (pH 4.6) and inert (pH 6.3) holoGAD and apoGAD were investigated. Absorption and CD spectra were recorded in the range of 190 - 500 nm. Visible spectra were resolved into the bands corresponding to individual electron transitions using lognormal curves. The structures of predominant tautomers of internal aldimines were determined as ketoenamine at pH 4.6 and enolimine at pH 6.3. CD spectra show that holoGAD and apoGAD exhibit a negative band at 204 - 245 nm and a positive band near 190 - 204 nm. The contents of the secondary structure elements were estimated on the basis of the values of the mean residue ellipticity. Evidently, the main difference between the GAD forms studied is in the content of alpha-helix and random coil. HoloGAD has 50% of alpha-helix at pH 4.6 and 67% at pH 6.3, whereas apoGAD - 17 and 27%, respectively. Thus presented data establish the essential role of pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) in the organization of the GAD secondary structure due to tightening its polypeptide chain. It seems possible, that conformational changes induced by PLP binding stabilize the protein structure and promote the assembly of subunits into macromolecule, which was confirmed by electron microscopy.